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Abstract
The Apostolic Decree of the putative Jerusalem Council, found at Acts 15:19-21,29 and 21 :25,
appears to read two prior Priestly texts. The question resolved-Shall Gentile converts keep

Jewish Law?-finds answers through reading Genesis 9 and its Holiness Code commentary in
Leviticus 17-19. Though 1 Corinthians 5: 1-11: 1 enlarges on and adumbrates two of the topics of
the decree, Paul appears to draw from Leviticus 17-18 and Deuteronomy 14:21. Collectively,
these form a Bakhtinian chain of utterances, or better, great chains of reading. Genesis 9: 1-7 with
its blood rules, followed by the Yahwistic story of Ham's incursion on Noah's nakedness,
provide fodder for commentary at the beginning of the Holiness Code. Leviticus 17 elaborates
the blood rules into three main laws; Leviticus 18 picks up the theme of the father's nakedness.
In the Genesis passage laws are given to all humanity, or a curse passes to progeny; in the

Holiness Code, laws of blood handling apply to resident aliens as well as citizen Israelites.
Reading Lev 19:33-34 accounts for the Western-text variant in Acts 15:29. The text of Acts
signals the sources of the decree not only by similarity in topics-eating blood, offering blood
sacrifice to idols, generalized porneia (and a golden rule for v. 29)-but also by appropriating a
biblical convention for quotation-Seidel' s rule, or the inversion in the phenotext of elements
from the genotext.

How Does the Christian Testament Read leviticus?

It is a surprise to some that the Christian Testament reads Leviticus. In a 1982 article,

Luke Timothy Johnson notes how and where the Letter of James reads Leviticus 19:12-18. In its

discussion of the "Royal Law oflove," Jas 2:8 directly cites Lev 19:18b. Johnson argues for

allusions to v. 12 at Jas 5: 12, to v. 13 at Jas 5:4, v.15 at Jas 2: 1, 9, and v. 16 at Jas 4: 11. He

suggests a weaker, third degree of intertextua1 relation, "thematic allusion," for Lev 19: 17b at Jas

5:20 and for v. 18a at Jas 5:9 (1982: 399). His weakest degree of relation, "substance touched

upon," he reserves to a footnoted observation about the command in Lev 19: 11 covered

generally in Jas 3:13-4:10 (n. 29). He finds no analog for Lev 19:14, the passage with its famous

"stumblingblock" placed before the blind. This nicely scaled set of intertextual relations-direct
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citation, allusion, thematic allusion, touched-on substance, and zero-lead to his conclusion:

"The evidence ... strongly suggests that James made conscious and sustained use of Lev 19: 12

18 in his letter" (399). But when he adds "In James, the value of Leviticus is affirmed for the

church... " (401) he inadvertently reveals the reluctance of readers, or perhaps more charitably,

the difficulty for them of seeing Leviticus' use in the Christian Testament.

From another direction, Marla Selvidge notices that Mark 5:25-34 reflects the purity rules

for the menstruant in Lev 15:19-30 (dysmenorrhea, vv. 25-27, is closer to the story in Mark).

Assuming Marcan priority, she follows synoptic parallels in Matt 9:20 and Luke 8:43-44, the

latter following Marcan language more closely (1984: 619, and n. 2). Her observation that Greek

sources use different terminology for menstruation than the LXX Leviticus bolsters her case for

intertextual relations beyond the merely thematic (nn.3, 5). Nevertheless, her conclusion is

polemical in an uncomfortable way: "The writer of Mark preserves a tradition that reacted to

such exc1usivistic practices and thinking" (622)-not just that the underlying text is androcentric,

as widely noted by readers, but perhaps also reprehensible. (It is possible to read the passages

about the menstruant against the grain as power-texts instead of simply restrictive ones as

suggested by anthropologists Buckley & Gottlieb). For her, the Marcan tradition embodies a

break with purity rules (619, n. 1) because it shows an "active woman" who is "not restricted" in

her actions (623).

The "break with purity rules," perhaps historically inaccurate considered in the light of

on-going Christian rituals for the (re-)churching of women after childbirth, can lead to explicit

rejection of Leviticus. Kehnscherper observes that something of Lev 12 (regulating "impurity"

associated with childbirth) stands behind Luke 2:24-25. "Those pre-Christian legal tendencies of

Leviticus 12, [are] contrary to the New Testament protestant assessment of Luke 2" (382) such
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that "protestant theologians ... [aim] at diminishing the burden of the pre-Christian ideas of

purification and impurity by re-interpreting them" (384).

Thus, on the one hand, Johnson confronts a sentiment of the uselessness of Leviticus; on

the other hand, Selvidge and Kehnscherper reinscribe a sentiment of rightful supersession. The

three readers, however well-intentioned, reveal a residue of resistance to Leviticus that impedes

recognition of its reading by the Christian Testament.

Both Stern and Stegner observe the off-noted combination of Lev 19: 18b ("love your

neighbor as yourself') and Deut 6:5 in Luke 10:27 (also Matt 22:37; Mark 12:29-31 includes

Deut 6:4). But Stern suggests that the citation method here is not chapter-and-verse, but the

rabbinic evocation of an entire section by citing one verse from it (314). That is to say, in answer

to the Pharisee's question about what is important in the law, Jesus answers that the Shema and

what follows is, along with the parashah Qedosim (Lev 19-20). Stegner notes Bultmann's

reluctance to read Luke 10:25-37 with the Good Samaritan parable as a unit. The parable, he

argues, stems from a different source. Stegner attempts to sew the two parts back together by

evoking Lev 18:5, cited elsewhere in the NT. He takes its generic ha-adam to account for the

anonymous uv8pconoc; of Luke 10:30, the man who falls among thieves. But the probability is

that this is too generic to be a "leading word" or marker of allusion. In a way, Stern has already

suggested the solution-if all of Qedosim has been evoked, then so has Lev 19:34 which speaks

of "loving the ger as oneself." By an inversion, the Samaritan who is the ger loves the generic

Israelite.

Even a writer on Pauline intertextuality, Richard B. Hays, appears to miss most

connections with Leviticus. He finds only the quotation of Lev 18:5, "You shall keep my laws

and my rules, by the pursuit of which man shall live ... " (NJPS) at Gal 3:12, "Whoever does
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them [the works of the law] will live by them," and Rom 10:5, "the person who does these things

will live by them" (NRSV). This creates an opening for Shillington who "seeks to demonstrate

that Paul re-enacts the atonement text of Leviticus 16, in conjunction with the prohibition texts

(Lev. 18:8; 20:11; Deut. 23:1; 27:20), in the texture of 1 Corinthians 5" (31). Lev 18:8 addresses

the issue of stepmother incest, and Lev. 20: 11 its penalty, something directly related to the case

of incest in the Corinthian church. If anciently the perpetrator was executed, what penalty should

be called for in the brave new world of the church? Shillington suggests that it follows the

element of "handing over" the scapegoat to Azazel in Lev 16:8 and v.1 0, the enigmatic figure

read by Paul as "Satan" in 1 Cor 5:5 (36). So if Shillington reads with Conzelmann (1975: 96,

n.25) and other scholars of 1 Corinthians that the stepmother incest prohibition in Lev 18:8 forms

part of the "texture" of the text, he continues "[i]t should not be surprising ... to find Paul in the

same context thinking of the ritual means of ridding the community of the sin, and invoking the

allusively appropriate text of Leviticus 16 at the injunction to remove the immoral man from the

community ... " (50). In this regard, Shillington seems to identify the immoral man with the

scapegoat (and so Paul with the high priest). One might have reasonably thought to identify the

perpetrator with the "designated man" who leads the scapegoat out and so becomes redeemed

with the rest of the nation (Lev 16:21).

Though it is possible that Paul has invoked all of the parashah Acharei Mot (Lev 16-18)

with the evocation of Lev 18:8, we've moved onto less certain ground: an evocation of an

evocation. But one could still take his point that the intertextual relations are "more than parallel

or echo" (32)-by his terms, "textured in" for Lev 18:8 and "allusive" for Lev 16, weaving a

"tapestry" (31, 49). This weaving together of different texts to form a new text-seen above for

Deut 6:4-5 and Lev 19:18-was already remarked upon by the Sumerian scribe Esagil-kln-apli
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in the Sakikku for the making of a "new text" {foorn 250). The Sumerian scribal idiom "twisted

threads" evokes the weaving workshop. Shillington's idiom and its practice has an ancient

ancestry.

Willitts takes up a contested instance of the influence of Leviticus on Paul: the issue of

whether or not he actually does quote Lev 18:5 at Gal 3:12. The longer passage (vv. 10-14)

appears to re-use three texts, Deut 27:26, Hab 2:4 and Lev 18:5. Only the first of these appears in

a quotation formula (v. 10: yeyparrr:m yap). What about the other two passages. Stanley argues

that its lack of "grammatical concord between the citation and its new context" is sufficient to

signal quotation (Willitts 105, n.l; v. 12: 0 1CotilC5t~ aUTa 'he who does them' does not concord

with v6/-l0~ [sing.], the referent).

One can also find a Pauline or Petrine reading of Leviticus mediated through another text.

In this case the famous mhpa(v) <JKuv8aA,OD of Rom 9:33 and 1 Pet 2:8 is part of a pastiche ofIsa

8:14 and 28:16. But while the LXX of Lev 19:14 does use <JKav8aA,ov (but the Isaiah passages do

not), both Isa 8:14 and Lev 19:14b share the Hebrew, ~'t1l:m. Indeed ~'t1l:m is translated by LXX

as <JKav8aA,ov only twice (see 1 Sam 25:31). The happy conjuncture of the two passages using

'stumblingblock' is sufficiently striking to function as a "marker of allusion." But in this case

Romans and 1 Peter read Isaiah who reads Leviticus in both Greek and Hebrew and so gives us a

chain of reading.

These several examples suggest that despite (Christian) readers' resistance to the book of

Leviticus, they (reluctantly) find it cited or reused in NT narratives and letters. However, when

some readers find indications of a Leviticus substrate, a sense of the book as ritualistic, or

restrictive, or useless impedes a positive reading. This is in contrast to the NT writers who do not

read or use Leviticus in only one way. Intertextual relations have a range of markings from
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weakest hand-waving to strongest quotation formula. Allusions to it may color-in background,

evoke larger pericopes, suffer as shills in a longer argument, or represent some sort of

intertestamental exegesis.

Intertextuality as Theory and Method

It was Mikhail Bakhtin and Julia Kristeva who developed the formal theoretical basis for

these possible relations. Bakhtin's "dialogism" embodies the notion that an author enters into a

dialogue with other texts and "the world beyond the text under production." This dialogue thus

embraces a spectrum of text-relations beyond exact quotation, either attributed or not, and

includes dialogue with life context, or Sitz im Leben and not just the Sitz in der Literatur. The

connections between the elements of the dialogue forms a "chain of utterances."

Kristeva coined the term intertextualite suggesting that one think of this in two senses: a

general one, where the "collective text" includes the words of all authors; and a particular,

limited to del110nstrable relations. From the perspective of text production, the diachronic

ordering of sources allows a limited number of relations with prior text; from the perspective of

text reception, the synchronic field of texts allows unlimited connections.

The problem, then, for a reader looking for particulars is to find signs that point toward

another text-a built-in directional signal. Ziva Ben-Porat calls this pointer a "marker of

allusion" (l07-08). We could then speak of a text that alludes-a phenotext-that contains the

"marker" and a text alluded to-a genotext-that contains the "cited" text. These markers might

be akin to Rosenzweig and Buber's Leitwortstil, that is, a leading word repeated over and over

might catch our eye; or a cluster of words, or a partial or full quotation may alert us. It is not that

biblical scholars haven't thought of this. After all Fishbane' s notion of inner-biblical exegesis is

well known and he offers several "markers" himself (1996; 1985). We could add to the list the
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device ofresumptive repetition, or in general, any form of inclusio.Moshe Seidel, who studied

the use of the Psalms in Isaiah back in the 1950's, gives us his quotative "rule": the tendency for

the phenotext to invert part or all of the genotext when re-used.

Since in the humanities we rarely deal with certainties, Hays (1989:29-32) suggests seven

principles to evaluate the probability of an intertextuality in its particular sense. We might

transform these into seven questions:

(1) Is a prior text available?

(2) What is the "density" of repetition? That is, what is the "degree of explicit repetition

of words or syntactic patterns" (30)?

(3) Are their multiple recurrences of the prior text? That is, how often are the texts cited?

(4) Does the "echo," or phenotext, have thematic coherence with the cited, or geno-, text?

(5) Would the implied author's implied reader understand the allusion?

(6) Have any other readers noticed this before?

(7) Does the proposed reading illuminate?

These questions do not immediately help resolve the question of direction of influence in a field

of texts like the NT. That is, one might not be able to tell which is the referring and referred to

texts among several roughly contemporary ones, or whether the contemporary texts refer to an

earlier one without reference to each other. One might only be able to note intertextuality without

deciding which is the pheno- and which is the genotext.

We're now in position to evaluate the connections to Leviticus suggested above. Already

we have answers to questions one and six: Leviticus is available to NT writers including the

writer of Luke-Acts; and prior readers have noticed this despite themselves. Lev 19: 18b finds

direct citation at las 2:8, Luke 10:27, Matt 22:37, and Mark 12:31. Likewise Lev 18:5 is cited at
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Rom 10:5 and Gal 3: 12 (the last setup with a grammatical anomaly). These exhibit "density,"

"recurrence," and "thematic coherence" with the genotexts despite the fact their threads are

woven into cloth with other prior texts. There is strong thematic coherence between the

phenotext of Mark 5:25-34 (with recurrences in Matt 9:20 and Luke 8:43-44) and the genotext in

Lev 15:25-27 (where Mark 5:25's twelve year hemorrhage raises the case in Lev 15:25, "a

discharge of blood for many days" beyond the time of menstruation); and Luke 2:24-25 in Lev

12 with Luke 2:24 apparently quoting Lev 12:8 "two turtledoves or two pigeons" for the

parturient's offering. A somewhat diluted thematic coherence occurs in the discussion of

stepmother incest in 1 Corinthians 5. The chapter may just as well refer to Deut 23:1 and 27:20

as to Lev 18:8 and 20:11-or to all. Deuteronomy refers only to incest with the father's wife and

may command the better case by virtue of its focus.

The notion of evoking an entire parashah draws support from James 2:8's apparent

evocation of Qedosim (Lev 19-20). There are several topics raised from Lev 19: 12-18

throughout the Epistle ofJames as Johnson notes though it may skip the topic in Lev 19:14

there is no need to evoke specifically every verse of a parashah. On the other hand, there is none

of this topic-raising in 1 Cor 5 of other passages in Lev 16-18, beyond the possible reference to

Lev 18:8, unless Shillington's "handing over" really does evoke the scapegoat. The lack of

"density" leaves the question of referent in doubt. But where there is even one striking word, as

in the case of "stumblingblock" above, it is possible to trace a "chain of utterances" from Rom

9:33 and 1 Pet 2:8 through Isa 8:14 to Lev 19:14.

Following a Chain of Utterance through a Chain of Reading

With the evidence of "biblical dialogism" now on the table, let me take up my text of

interest. With Acts 15: 19-21 we have the account of the so-called Apostolic Decree at the
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putative Jerusalem Council. Gentile adherents are not required to make full conversion to

Judaism, but to follow four rules proposed in James' speech: "to abstain [1] from things polluted

by idols ['trov aAtcrYlll.Hhcov 'trov 8tOWACOV] and [2] from fornication [n-opvda] and [3] from

whatever has been strangled [1rVtK'tOV] and [4] from blood [a1I-ta]" (v. 20). When these

requirements are memorialized in a letter it reads: "that you abstain [1] from what has been

sacrificed to idols, and [4] from blood and [3] from what is strangled and [2] from fornication"

(v. 29)-a puzzle in the literature, but something for which we already have a suggestion:

Seidel's rule of inversion in quotation; for the four elements are in a new fancier order of the

elements, 1-4-3-2. And when Acts quotes this letter again at 21 :25 it retains this new order. The

change in the order of elements also highlights the genre shift from public speech to letter.

A reader might ask: where did they find this? Why are these the four things, from Jewish

law, required of a Gentile convert? There are resonances here with the putative Noahide law with

its seven elements: courts ofjustice, no idolatry, no blasphemy, no fornication, no bloodshed, no

thievery, and no cutting a living limb from a beast (b. Sanh. 56A-60A). But this tradition has

earlier roots closer to the time of the writing of Acts. S!/ra on Lev 18:4 (in Acharei Mot 8b)

offers five Noahide laws: no t~eft (Lev 19:11), no nakedness (Lev 18:6-23), no idolatry (Lev

17:7; 19:4), no blasphemy (Lev 24: 11, 14), and no bloodshed (Lev 17:4). Even earlier in Jubilees

we are told "Noah began to command his grandson with ordinances and commandments and all

of the judgments of which he knew" (7:20). These are "three": (1) do justice, (2) cover

nakedness to honor father and mother, and (3) love one's neighbor by avoiding fornication and

pollution from injustice (bloodshed) (7 :21-25). Jubilees places eating blood under the rubric of

bloodshed (7:29). The second and third laws develop out of Jubilees' reading of Gen 9 (6:4-14
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and 7:7-13). This leaves the first-doing "justice"-as a deduction based on the fact of law itself

(as has often been observed about the Noahide laws also).

One might then ask, why does S?fra deduce the Noahide laws from the Leviticus

parashiyot, Acharei Mot (Lev 16-18), Qedosim (Lev 19-20), and Emor (Lev 21-24) instead of

directly from Genesis? Because, I would answer, S?fra reads the Holiness Code as a kind of

commentary on Gen 9. Indeed, as Millard points out, the three Kardinalgebote, ;'11r ;'1i1J3J,

~~i m~Dill1 ,m~13J ~1~~)', are the kernel of the tradition (83). And these are in view in Lev 17-20, 24,

an extended commentary on the Ten Commandments and Minor Code of the Covenant. But that

is not all that they comment on. As rn~;'1 rn-l:.llll in Gen 9:6a is a P-text, it should not be a

surprise to find it linked to Lev 17ff (85). Likewise Gen 9:4 is the foundation for the command

~n;'1 1~ 1J~ (86-87) and he notices the possibility of homosexuality in Gen 9:20ff. He sees an

explicit connection between the uncovering nakedness of Lev l8:6ff and Ham's seeing the

uncovered nakedness of Noah (88). Millard concludes that Gen 9 is the Kristallisationspunkt for

the rabbinic tradition (87) and that there is a link to material in Leviticus. This enables him to

note the general concern for idolatry at Lev 19:2 and the specific concern for the ger at 20:2 (1).;'1

t;~"1lll~J "1).;'1) where there is a connection to Molekh worship. Thus, if the basic laws in the

Noahide "tradition"-including one concerning idolatry-are given to all humanity, it should not

be a surprise to see resident aliens under their purview in Lev 20. However, Millard describes

this as a second order connection: not the Verbindung of Gen 9 to Lev 18 (88), but a mediated

"Linien zwischen den biblischen Texten Gen 9 and Lev 20" through Lev 18 (90).

Here, then, is a chain of readers: b. Sanhedrin reads Leviticus (and the Tannaitic

tradition and/or the tradition that carries forward the ideas in Jubilees), S?fra Leviticus, and

Leviticus reads Gen 9. Thus the Apostolic Decree may read from "Jewish Law." But it is not
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necessary to specifically connect their reading to that of the Tannaim or impossibly to the

Amoraim. Jubilees might be, as the oldest Jewish text with an explicit reference to the laws of

Noah, an ancestor text. However, the Decree does not pick up its notion of a "justice system" as

a basic law. These texts are not "necessary" for its genealogy because the biblical texts are there

anyway and we know Luke-Acts and other NT writers read Leviticus and Genesis.

In the modern period Hans Waitz (1936:228-29) explicitly draws a connection between

the Decree and Lev 17-18. Both Conzelmann (1987:120) and Callan (1993:284) follow his

insight. Catchpole (1977: 429, n.2) follows Conzelmann and others who read Waitz, and

Bockmuehl figures it out on his own (1995:82, 72 n.).

If we return to Lev 17, the Holiness Code begins with an "altar law," just as the Covenant

and Deuteronomic Codes do, and echoes the first altar and sacrifice of Noah (Gen 8:20-21). The

altar law in Lev 17:3-7 requires that sacrifices once made in the open-on the surface of the

ground (;'1W;"l 'J!:l-?lJ)-must be brought to the entrance of the Tent of Meeting "that they may

offer their sacrifices no more to the goat-demons (i:::lI'lJw) after whom they stray" (v. 7a). The

phrase (al-pene hasSZideh suggests who these goat-demons are: not Azazel but chthonic deities

(Milgrom 1460, 1490-93). It bars worship on the ground (1 Sam 14:32). By extension, it bans

common slaughter because that represents worship on the ground, worship of the underworld.

Lev 17:8-9, part two of the first law, extends this rule to the gerfm, the resident aliens.

So the writer of the Apostolic Decree, casting about for a solution concerning Gentile

adherents, might ask: "What is incumbent upon all humanity?" and remember Genesis 9. But

such a writer might also ask: "What is incumbent upon those who live with us [who are Jews]?"

and think of the laws for resident aliens. Callan recapitulates this reasoning and finds 25 such

laws covering festival and Sabbath-keeping, sacrifice, offering of firstfruits, use of the cities of
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refuge, blasphemy, as well as blood manipulation, idolatry, and sexual offenses (285-86).

Choosing that all the laws that apply both to Israel and gerim, 1 Callan make a further attempt to

distinguish laws that use the formula )is )is, reading the phrase as marking universality (287).

Here, I think, he misreads the emphasis: it's not "a really universal law for any man" but simply

"distributive" over Israelites or Israelites and resident aliens (Lev 17:3, 8, 10, 13; Milgram

1453), or in some cases, a marker of gender inclusivity (especially v. 10). If: as discussed above,

Lev 17 adumbrates Gen 9, the genotext helps govern the understanding of what the reader should

take as universal-no special idiom of universality is needed.

Likewise the second law2 in Lev 17: 10-12, the one that specifies one cannot eat blood,

gives double emphasis to its application to gerim-by reference in both v. 10 and 12. This law

most explicitly echoes Gen 9:4's ,!;:nm l\!; m1 'W~J:l1w:r1l\in Lev 17: 1O's r:n;'"nil\ Ji!;:;l\;'"l W~J:l

and v. 12's t:l1 ?:Jl\Ji-l\!; 0:J1.) W~J-!;:;. Indeed, the two phrases both echo Gen 9:4 and also bracket

the explanatory t:l1:l1W:l ;'"lW!)J ~:J in v.ll. Nepes, dam, basar, and )akal function as Leitworter

marking the connection between the two passages.

The third law in Lev 17: 13-15 extends the rule of not eating blood to game and fowl, yet

providing for proper drainage of blood fram the carcass and blood-burial. Both this and the

second part of the third law specifically apply to gerim (vv. 13, 15). Lev 17: 15-16 provides for

the resolution of pollution if one eats an animal carcass that retains its blood. Thus all of Lev 17

1 Callan excludes laws that apply only to gerim to his grief as seen below.

2 Milgram and others read five laws here; Lev 17:3-7, 8-9, 10-12, 13-14, and v. 15 on the basis of

the expression W~l\ W~l\ in vv. 3, 8,10, and 13. V. 15 uses the more gender inclusive w!)r!;::l'1.

Milgrom finds the use of the latter somewhat inexplicable (1484). I am reading vv. 8-9 as a case

dependent on the law in vv. 3-7, and v. 15 as an appendix to the law in vv. 13-14.
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is a comment on the prohibition of eating blood. Even the two rules for how blood is to be

handled at slaughter derive a certain logic from the anticipation of eating meat, permission for

which was given at Gen 9:3. Thus three of the constraints on Gentiles in the Decree reproduce

the anxieties in Leviticus and Genesis about blood manipulation at slaughter: the blood is not to

go to other gods, not to be eaten straight out, nor left in the carcass to be eaten later. The first

reference at Acts 15:20 partially inverts the order in Lev 17 (1-2-3) to (1-x-3-2); in the letter at

Acts 15:29 the order of Leviticus is reproduced (1-2-3-x). This looks suspiciously like Seidel's

rule of inversion in quotation, both between the testaments and within the book. Not only does

the Decree signal its use by appropriation of topic and reshuffling of order, but it also takes the

spin of Lev 17: the rules about bloodshed and consumption of blood in Gen 9 are "really" rules

about blood consumption and manipulation in the worship of other gods. Thus, three of the rules

of the Apostolic Decree are an artifact of the reading of Lev 17.

As to the matter of nvtK'rOV 'things strangled', and to whether it relates to Lev 17: 15 or

not, the word does not appear in LXX's translation of the verse. And some readers of Acts 15

debate whether "things strangled" really relate to ;-rt;:lJ 'carcass; what has died' or ;"l!JiD 'torn [by

beast]'. But as Bockmuehl (95) points out that Nahum 2: 13 (12 Eng.) parallels ;-r!JiD 'flesh torn

[by lion]' with pJn/j 'strangled [by lion]'. The LXX translates this with a word related to

nvtK'rOV, anenvt!;ev (anonviyco with reduplication in the perfect, 'has choked'). So here is a

solution: Acts 15:20 reads may well read Lev 19:15 through the lens of Nahum who holds

'strangled/choked' in parallel with 'torn'. Why? Because they result in the same problem: blood

in the carcass.3

3 Philo at Spec, Leg. 4.122 also uses the same verb anonvlyw-anonvlyovces; 'by strangling'-when

discussing Lev 17: 15. He mentions torn carcasses from hunting earlier at Spec. Leg. 4.119, but
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Now we can also see that Acts 15 :20 reads Leviticus and not Deuteronomy on this matter

of eating animal carcasses that retain their blood. Deut 14:21 did not make it on to Callan's list

ofgerfm verses in his search for genotexts-he looks only for verses that deal with both the

resident alien and the citizen, and this becomes a strategic mistake. The law here permits the ger

to eat the nebe!d 'what has died' while forbidding the Israelite to do SO,4 the very thing forbidden

in Lev 17:15 to both groups.s If the goal of Acts 15:20,29 was to create a "least restrictive

environment" for new Gentile or proselyte converts, the writer misses an opportunity. Thus, the

implied author of the text appears to deliberately choose from among laws that connect to the

tradition of Gen 9 and Lev 17, rather than rules that relax requirements for the resident alien

(Deut 14) but would prevent table fellowship between all groups in the Jewish community.6

Now there is also the matter of 7T:opvc:ia 'fornication', the "x" in the formulae above. It is

a general term that means more than just sexual relations when unmarried, as popular exegetes

might read it. The logic of reading Gen 9 would lead one to the suggestive uncovering of Noah' s

now identifies the problem for both torn and strangled: "[they] entomb in the carcass the blood

which is the essence of the soul ... " So Philo has already drawn the category that encompasses

these.

4 ... ;-r~Jl'\' ;-rmm TilJW::l-iWl'\ i"~ ;-r~::lr~J '~:;l'\n l'\~ (Deut 14;21 a).

5 Callan ties himself up in other ways, trying to read Lev 17: 13-14 as the source for the command

about 1rVtKTOV because he limits himself only to laws that begin with W~l'\ W~l'\. By his self

imposed restriction to this idiom, he misses the fact that the phrase W!:lJ-!;l:; which begins v.15 is

more generic or universal ifhe must have that (286-88).

6 One wonders, then, if Deut 14:21 might be behind Paul's more relaxed, "don't ask" view of

eating things sacrificed to idols in 1 Cor 8: 1-11: 1?
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nakedness; or the logic of reading Lev 17 would bring us to the sexual crimes of Lev 18:6-23.

Indeed, the Lev 18:3 refers to practices of Egypt and Canaan, echoing Ham's sons Mitzraim and

Canaan at Gen 9:22 and 10:6. After a statement of the general case concerning forbidden

incestuous relations in Lev 18:6, there is explicit reference to the father's nakedness (Gen 9:22:

'~:J~ m.,~; Lev 18:7: '~::l~ m.,~). Thus porneia should include the sexual prohibitions of JW"~ ~,?~" ,
that is, the various forms of incest (Lev 18:6-18, 22) including the homosexual incest implied

with Noah (cp. Lev 18:7, 14,22) and relations with the nidda (Lev 18:19, called an "uncovering"

at Lev 20: 18). The notorious case of stepmother incest discussed at 1 Cor. 5: 1, actually labeled

TCopw:ia, would support this reading. 7 To both incest and relations with the menstruant we could

add adultery (Lev 18:20) and bestiality (Lev 18:23) by proximity, if we take ;"'Im.,~ m?,,? at v.19

as also governing the residual cases of the entire paragraph, vv. 19-23.

What does this give us? I see a great chain of utterance and reading: Paul and the

Jerusalem apostles read the Holiness Code in Leviticus and the Noah pericope in Genesis;

Leviticus, and especially the editor of the Priestly work-H for the Holiness School-reads

7 Paul himself has picked up the two main issues found in Lev 17-18 and the Apostolic Decree

through a lengthy discussion in 1 Cor. 5: 1-11 :1: first porneia in 1 Cor. 5: 1-7:40; and then "food

sacrificed to idols" in 1 Cor. 8: 1-11:1. Paul has the correct sense that there are really two matters

in Lev 17-18, and he takes the lead case from each. Whether Paul is actually aware of the

Apostolic Decree and expounds upon it is a fraught issue. See Waitz .(1936), Conzelmann

(1975:95, n.20; 96 n.25), Catchpole (1977:443 and passim), Barrett (1987:53), Tomson

(1990:97, 125), and Bockmuehl (1995). Paul, who elsewhere reads Leviticus, is certainly capable

of reading it here. But Paul's dilution of the food-offered-to-idols rule suggests that he may be

reading Deuteronomy 14:21.
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Genesis, or at least JE. It also suggests that Paul and the putative Jerusalem leaders are reading

porneia as something akin to the sex crime list in Lev 18.

However, if the "Neutral" textual tradition behind Acts 15 :29, represented by the in the

4th cent. C.E. uncial, Codex Vaticanus (B), reads "ritual" law, what can explain the divergent

"Western" text represented by the 5th_6th cent. C.E. Codex Bezae (D J), the so-called "ethical"

text? For D replaces 7tVtK'tcOV with Kat nopvdac; Kat'oaa Il~ etA-eTe 'WlnotC; yiveaeat'eTtpOtc; Il~

notetv. The new order of elements is 1-4-2-y instead of the order 1-4-3-2 ofv.29 in the Neutral

text. The negative "golden rule" tag at the end, "whatsoever you would not have done to you, do

not do to others," appears at first to be a non sequitur-an ethical element mixed with ritual

elements. But a second reading suggests that it changes the flavor of the preceding elements: thus

£toO)A-Oetl'tO)v, now 'idolatry' not just '(food) sacrifices to idols'; 'ullaToc; 'bloodshed', as

supported by Gen 9:6, and not just 'eating blood,;8 and nopvdac;, a generality for 'sexual

misbehavior' (cf. Barrett 50-52). Conzelmann enthuses: "The Western text has transformed this

regulation of the church for a specific time into a timeless precept by striking out the prohibition

of 7tVtKTOV 'what is strangled', and adding the "golden rule." By this means the remaining

stipulations were changed to moral stipulations" (1987: 119). But this argument, while

recognizing a feature of the variant text, still plays the same game of disparaging the genotext.

He doesn't see that Jubilees has already linked a positive golden rule to avoiding fornication

8 Bockmuehl (95) feels it necessary to deduce this by a qal va-chomer (a minori ad rnajus)

argument-that eating blood must also imply bloodshed, arguing from the lesser to the greater.

But this is unnecessary because eating blood and bloodshed are part and parcel of the law in Gen

9:2-6. '''Blood' covers bloodshed," as my student Taylor Peterson once remarked. In any case

Jubilees 7:23-25 already has made the equation.
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(7:20). And he doesn't see that these concerns are already universalized in their original contexts

of Genesis 9 and Leviticus 17-19. To put the question differently, "Does the variant of Acts

15:29 disparage its genotexts or simply take them up (in perhaps a practical, problem-solving

way)?"

Barrett argues that from the beginning the Decree contained both statements-both the

ethical and the ritual-a conclusion he bases on the history of the Decree's subsequent patristic

reception (58). Bracketing the truth of this hypothesis, Barrett's and Conzelmann's assertions do

demand some theorizing about how a negative "golden rule" emerged here. Was there some

direct borrowing from a tannaitic tradition of Hillel's formulation "What you would hate, don't

do to someone else" (b. Sabb. 31 a)? Perhaps, but this version is a late attestation.

But there is also a combination negative and positive ve:rsiou of the: "golden rule"

referencing the ger at Lev 19:33b-34 ... 117.J:? " m;,~, O:?11~ ,,,;, rnTN:? :1l1~ 1J111 ~, r.:J:J~'~J ,,, "the

ger in your land, you shall not wrong him ... as a fellow citizen the ger [who] is with you,

you shall love as yourself." This complements the more famous version at Lev 19: 18b that

specifies the fellow Israelite 117.J:? 1:17." m;,~, (i.e. reserving its focus to the Israelite citizen by

virtue of its contrast with vv. 33-34, per Milgrom 1654). As suggested above, Luke 10:25-37

invokes both Lev 19:18b and vv. 33b-34 and thus is not only generally, but also particularly,

available to the writer of Luke-Acts. And while the LXX doesn't give us the specific language

from Lev 19:33b-34 taken up in the variant of Acts 15:29, it does give us a translation of ger that

seems to fit the moment: npo(J~A,D'"COS. The 'resident alien' is now conflated with 'one who has

come over', a convert.

Thus, in contrast to Conzelmann and others, the Western-text tradition embodied in D, E,

and the Old Latin texts are not so much innovating from or superseding the "ritual" Decree with
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an ethical one, as they are reading forward from Lev 17, through Lev 18, and into Lev 19,

picking up the relevant passages concerning resident aliens/proselytes.

A final objection to the thesis that Acts 15 :20, 29 and 21 :25 read Gen 9 and Lev 17-19

might be this: Amos 9:11-12 cited in Acts 15:16-18 (and specifically opened by a citation

formula, ytypum:at, at Acts 15:15) is the passage pre-posed to the Decree:

After this I will return,

and I will rebuild the dwelling of David, which has fallen;

from its ruins I will rebuild it, and I will set it up,

so that all other peoples may seek the Lord-

even all the Gentiles [goyim] over whom my name has been called.

Thus says the Lord, who has been making thes~ things knQwn from long ago

(NRSV, Acts 15:16-18).

For King (1989) and Richard (1984:188, 200), this text is pivotal. For King it is a theological

matter: the evocation of a Davidic restoration sets up the Decree as a literal mission statement.

For Richard, the mention ofgoyim at Amos 9: 12 allows the writer to pull together all the prior

Gentile-episodes-those in Acts 8 (Ethiopian eunuch), cpo 10 (Cornelius), cpo 14 (Lycaonians).

On the rabbinic principle of a citation evoking a larger pericope, one could also notice Amos

9:7's equation ofIsrael's election to those of Ethiopians, Philistines, and Arameans.

None of this implies, however, the sufficiency of the citation to explain the details of the

Decree, or precludes the use of other materials by the writer of Luke-Acts. Though Amos 9: 11

12 sets up a rationale for the Decree, it does not actually offer any of its specific content. This

propensity to combine both "quoted" material and allusions has already appeared at Gal 3: 10-14

where it quotes Deut 27:26 and then waves at Hab 2:4 and Lev 18:5. Even Richard admits this
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when he suggests that the Decree itselflooks to Lev 17-18 after citing Amos. Unfortunately, like

many before him, he also disparages this allusion to Leviticus when he urges that James' speech

rejects "Judaizing demand[s]" (106).

Summary and Conclusion

Richard has said: "Every aspect of Acts 15, so it seems, has received considerable

scrutiny, except the Old Testament citation and its function in the chapter" (188). Of course he

meant the quotation of Amos 9: 11-12 from the LXX. But the ground is not quite entirely burned

over. Some degree of resistance to reading allusion to the Hebrew Bible in the NT-either for

ideological reasons or unfamiliarity-impedes readers, as does the lack of a literary theory of

reading, or a method to account for intertextuality. That is ideology, or the lack of certain tools,

can lead to blind spots. Thus the theory of intertextuality in its widest sense developed by

Bakhtin and Kristeva, or worked out in a particular sense as with Fishbane's inner-biblical

exegesis, alerts a reader to the possibility of "chains of utterance" and the markers that reveal it.

Though some prior scholars have seen connections between Lev 17-18 and Acts 15:20,

29 and 21 :25, or between Gen 9 and Acts 15:20, or between Lev 18 and Gen 9, none have put all

these texts together as a chain of utterances. Nor have any been able to see the connection

between Lev 19:33-34 and the Western text-type's variant for Acts 15:29; nor the reading of Lev

17:15 through Nah 2:13 in the matter of things strangled. We are also able to draw some

conclusions about what is not used as prior text-Acts 15:20's choice of Lev 17: 15 over Deut

14:21 in the matter of the proselyte's eating meat with retained blood; or the non-adoption ofa

command for a justice system from the Noahide tradition embodied in Jubilees and Tannaitic

sources. Thus, the theory of intertextuality worked out as a method has had a practical result: a
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close reading of candidate prior texts; a critique of possible interconnections; and the ordering of

relations into a coherent and rational pattern.

Does this illuminate? Hay's final criterion for evaluating proposed intertextual relations

demands this. For one, the approach counters ideological dismissals of "Judaizing." Overturning

a prior text is only one of many interpretive gestures made by phenotexts-one that needs to be

demonstrated and not assumed from other contexts. One must examine interpretive gestures

because intertexts seem to infuse each other with their meanings. The nascent church, as narrated

in Acts 15 and 21, took up several laws incumbent on all humanity and related to resident aliens

from the Priestly Work and Holiness Code; used the prophetic literature to help interpret them;

and applied the rules to regulate the Gentile proselytes who had come to live among them. It may

surprise one that they did not choose texts that would lead to the "least restrictive environment,"

but only to a less restrictive one.
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